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In support of 

Critical Human Resource 

Development

We only advance through critical reflection,

questioning training’s role within a broader contextquestioning training’s role within a broader context

including issues of social justice and responsibility.

We have a specific research interest in the social

history of training, particularly the context of

training, including assumptions and worldviews at

the time.



Overarching Research Question 

Should we in HRD concern ourselves with job aids

that assist(ed) in questionable and sometimes lethal

performance?”

Although job aids are—axiologically speaking—Although job aids are—axiologically speaking—

value-neutral and binary on their face, we will offer

examples where they have historically been the

means to facilitate the ends of what might be

considered dubious performance.



On Job Aids 

Job aids, sometimes called performance support aids, 

are non-instructive interventions to improve 

performance.  Job aids can take on many different 

forms:    Checklists, how-to instructions, laminated 

cards with phone extensions, scale models, and to-do 

lists.lists.

According to Rossett and Schafer (2006), job aids 

are “helpers in life and work…a repository for 

information, processes, and perspectives that inform 

and guide planning and action” (p. 2).  





We advocate for a new critical HRD paradigm; however, 

in addition to the traditional critical inquiries, such as the 

impact of power differentials, gender differences, or 

reflecting on how the performance paradigm may exploit 

human capital, we propose another dimension for a more 

Implications to practice 

human capital, we propose another dimension for a more 

robust critical inquiry via the social history of training 

and adult education.    
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